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Much in Little: A Pictorial Tour of Down End 

 

Down End is now a lane in Hook Norton; in centuries gone by it was a separate 

settlement, with its own character and at times a distinctive (and sometimes 

unsavoury) reputation.  As a resident, I once had to give my address to a Banbury 

shop assistant who wrote it down as “Dead End” – which unconsciously was quite 

witty, given that the parish cemetery now lies at the bottom of the hill.  Its 

distinctiveness, however, dates back at least 350 years before the cemetery was 

established in 1899, and its buildings continue to express the character of a notably 

prosperous period in our development. Later on, after 1850, photographs show that 

the locality suffered a considerable decline before its late twentieth-century revival at 

the hands of in-comers. 

 

Courtesy: Village Museum and Archive 

 

Down End has often been seen as an archetypal survival of old Hook Norton.  

In 1907 the above tinted postcard was issued for sale entitled “Greetings from Hook 

Norton”, but what it showed was Down End looking across from the hill above the 

present Park Hill, then relatively treeless. A hundred years later, in 2006, Cherwell 

District Council issued the consultation draft of its “Hook Norton Conservation Area 
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Draft circulated for public discussion by Cherwell District Council, December 2006 

 

Appraisal”, and on the front cover placed this photograph of Down End as it then 

currently looked.  Ten years afterward, Penelope Keith’s documentary visit to Hook 

Norton in her Channel 4 series on Hidden Villages1 even used a repeated glimpse of 

Down End as visually archetypal of the Cotswolds as a whole! 

Down End now appears to be a through street, beginning on the High Street 

and dropping down to the parish cemetery. It seems a street that leads down to the 

bottom, which is, after all, where you would expect to find Down End. Margaret 

Dickins, in her History of Hook Norton, says Down End a very recent name and the 

area was traditionally called Tite End. Both statements are mistaken.2 

First of all, Down End is an ancient name. Gill Geering, in her heroic research 

into local old wills and probates, has discovered that in 1551 John Pitham 

bequeathed to his son John his “howse in the downs ende of Hooknorton”, while the 

                                                           
1 First shown in September 2016, this episode is available on YouTube at 
https://youtu.be/pGTd8PGotRA.  The Down End cottages repeatedly shown at the beginning of each 
section as though they are as iconic a symbol of the Cotswolds as Arlington Row in Bibury in 
Gloucestershire are Home Close Cottage and Doolittle Cottage. 
2 Dickins, History of Hook Norton, page 180.  The earliest written modern evidence for “Down End” we 
know is the national Census of 1861.  

https://youtu.be/pGTd8PGotRA
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the records of Oseney Abbey refer to a settlement “upon the Doune” in Hook Norton 

in the Middle Ages. Secondly, the form of the name indicates that “Down” refers not 

to the bottom of the hill, but to the surrounding terrain, as in the Anglo-Saxon word 

“dun” (meaning a hill), or as in “The Downs” we find in other parts of southern 

England. The terrain on either side of the lane is very rolling, and at times quite 

sharp, on the way down the hill.3 

Traditionally, as far as I can tell, the flat area at the bottom of the hill later 

called Tite End was not considered to be part of Down End. At the beginning of the 

nineteenth century, there was an area down there known as Well Close, at the foot 

of Tite Lane within the boundaries of the modern lower cemetery.  There were some 

cottages here then, but they were demolished to make room – and provide stone – 

for the first Methodist Chapel (built in 1829) and the first nonconformist school. When 

those buildings were dismantled in 

1875 (and their stone moved up to 

what became Chapel Street when a 

new and grander Methodist Church 

was built up there), nothing much was 

left on that green besides the tite at 

the bottom of Tite Lane, until a timber 

yard appeared there and in 1898-1899 

a cemetery.  What probably happened 

in the late nineteenth century was that 

the name Down End began to be 

                                                           
3 John Pitham of Hook Norton, will dated September 1551 (proved 1555), MS Wills Oxon 180.269, 

Oxfordshire History Centre; Oseney Cartulary, vol. 4, p. 278, cited at  

www.history.ac.uk/research/victoria-county-history/county-histories-

progress/oxfordshire/oxfordshire-vol-xxi-chipping-norton-and-environs .  

The local enthusiast Reginald Dand suggested several decades ago that the “downs” might be the 
origin of the name; see Dand’s “Essays”, in the Village Museum. He also thought the name might 
refer to the Earl of Downe, whose family had interests in Hook Norton in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries, but the evidence that the name was used in 1551 makes this impossible as 
the title was not created until 1628. However, the family name and interests were still remembered in 
Hook Norton in 1826, when an official report referred to “that part of the manor of Hook Norton which 
is known by the name of Down’s holding,” though it is not known where that was. Reports of the 
Commissioners for Inquiring Concerning Charites, in the hundreds of Banbury and Bloxham, Also 
some places in the Hundreds of … Chadlington …, Oxon. (Banbury, 1826), page 112. 

 

 Original street sign on the wall of Stuart House. 
The sign on the other side is almost directly opposite 

Courtesy: Village Museum 

http://www.history.ac.uk/research/victoria-county-history/county-histories-progress/oxfordshire/oxfordshire-vol-xxi-chipping-norton-and-environs
http://www.history.ac.uk/research/victoria-county-history/county-histories-progress/oxfordshire/oxfordshire-vol-xxi-chipping-norton-and-environs
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applied also to what had formerly often been called Tite End.  

When in the 1960s or 70s, four modern houses were built in the old timber 

yard, they were sensibly given an address and house numbers on Down End, since 

they were a continuation of that lane. But the original street sign remained on the 

wall of Stuart Cottage, as did the present sign directly across the way, indicating that 

the original community of Down End lay farther up the hill.  

 

The High Street shops apparently at the top of Down End 
 Courtesy: Village Museum and Archive 

Not only was the bottom green probably not part of the original Down End, 

neither was the top.  The wide area at the top of the street is historically part of High 

Street and belongs to the main thoroughfare. Many of the houses on the south side 

eighty years ago were shops, and all the properties on that side, including the  

 

Historically, these three houses were considered part of the High Street. In recent times the 

Post Office gave the two lower ones Down End addresses.  The top house on the corner was 

rebuilt in about 2007 when the original cottage was found to be unsafe. 

© David McGill 
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Rectory lower down the hill, still have High Street addresses. On the northern side of 

the lane, one site – now Buttercup Cottage – provided parking space for, at different 

times, a fire-engine trailer pump and Ernie Turnock’s buses.  All top three properties 

were then considered part of the High Street but two of them have in recent times 

been given Down End addresses by the Post Office.  The original street signs were 

placed at the bottom end of The Rectory’s garden walls and of Rectory View, where 

the latter may still be seen.  Thus the original Down End begins as the road reaches 

its narrowest point between high walls, thus: 

 

© David McGill 

 

Historic Down End  

The crossroads immediately below the above photograph formed the focal point of 

the historic Down End. The surrounding buildings, and their dates, suggest that by 

1675 there was an isolated group of houses built around this intersection, half way 

down the hill.  These houses spread north/.south along the contour – from past the 

opening of modern-day Well Bank to half-way up what is now Bell Lane – more than 

they did up and down the hill.  No traces remain of medieval settlement or of what 

must have been, even in 1551, timber buildings.  

According to a classic essay by the historian W.G. Hoskins, growing 

prosperity in the late sixteenth century allowed the more substantial rural folk across 

the country to begin building (or rebuilding) their homes in stone. This phenomenon 
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did not become apparent in Hook Norton until the next century, as Down End 

illustrates. The ironstone houses standing close to the intersection at the centre of 

Down End show every sign of having been built originally in the mid-seventeenth 

century.4 

Cornerways, at the north-east corner of the intersection, was probably begun in the 

mid- seventeenth-century 

and may have used parts of 

the lower walling of earlier 

structures on the site. It was 

further developed later in the 

century and in the next, 

when it was raised to one-

and-a-half storeys.  Pottery 

found in the garden dates to 

the civil-war era.   

Doolittle Cottage, on the south-east corner, has been described as “a rare example 

of a relatively intact mid seventeenth-century cottage, constructed with a relatively 

high degree of attention to 

decorative detail, suggesting 

that when constructed it was 

a relatively high status 

building.” The building to its 

left, now incorporated into the 

house, is somewhat younger 

and may have been an old 

barn, as one early 

photograph shows it without 

windows to the front. 

                                                           
4 W.G. Hoskins: “The Rebuilding of Rural England, 1540-1640,” Past and Present, vol. 4 (1953).  
Judgements and quotations on this page draw heavily on the surveys performed between 2019 and 
2022 by Paul Clark, Oxfordshire Buildings Record draft report OBR 435. 

Photos © David McGil 
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The Cottage (earlier called Down 

End Cottage), at the north-east 

corner, has been authoritatively 

dated at c. 1650. On the side away 

from the road it has an impressive 

mullioned window and a caracole 

staircase.5 

 

Fourthly, Old Malt Cottage was built in 

1670 as a two-unit dwelling, with a 

central door, four windows and a 

caracole staircase to the side.  After 

1830 it later became a beer house, 

almost certainly after 1830, and 

underwent some improvements at that 

time. 

One of the oldest of the Down 

End houses is Gingerbread 

Cottage, which stands to the far 

left of The Cottage.  One 

authority dates it from 1550; 

another says 1625, while the 

official listing of the building 

describes it as seventeenth-

century. Originally two cottages, 

one of which became a bakery in the 

eighteenth century, they were 

consolidated into one house in the 

                                                           
5 Raymond B. Wood-Jones, Traditional Domestic Architecture in the Banbury Region (Manchester 
University Press, 1963; Banbury: Wykham Books, 1986), page 148-149. Caracole staircases are 
circular structures in the outer wall of a building; they contain a half-spiral staircase and open to a 
landing on every floor.  

Gingerbread Cottage nowadays. 

The Rectory is visible standing above it. 

© David McGill 
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twentieth century without losing their character.6  

One other distinctive residence, which no longer exists, was built near the tite, 

probably also in the late 1600s, next door to Doolittle Cottage. In the following 

photograph, taken about 1930, its original core is represented by the three identical 

 

Photograph by Percy Simms (Packer Collection).   

© The Oxfordshire History Centre (D243206a).  

windows that stand above the two small ornamental trees on either side of the main 

door.  At some point it was extended toward the right, with a protruding wing. It is 

displayed on the 1808 Bishop’s 

map (see the next page), 

together with two long wings 

stretching back behind it, making 

it the most substantial building in 

Down End. 

Other houses, too, were 

built in this period, rounding out 

this cluster of stone-built dwellings. If Gingerbread Cottage was the most southerly, 

what became Stuart House (with its 1682 date stone) was the most easterly (and the 

most downhill), and probably Millstone Cottage (half way up Bell’s Lane) the most 

northerly.  By 1700 Down End constituted a distinctive community, physically 

                                                           
6 Original floor plans for three of these cottages are available in Wood-Jones, Traditional Domestic 
Architecture, page 149, and Janet R. Trasker: “The Growth of a Village: A Study of the Vernacular 
Architecture in Hook Norton in Oxfordshire”, thesis (copy in Village Museum and Archive).  
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separated from the rest of the village, and looking not very different from today. A 

hundred years later, the so-called Bishop’s Map of 1808, drawn by Stephen Godson, 

confirms that Down End and the lower part of Bell’s Lane were part of the same 

population cluster, quite shut off from the buildings at the top of each lane. Moreover, 

the map shows that housing that has now disappeared stretched up the west side of   

 

 

Chapel Street         
                
 
Tite Lane 

        

        Mobbs Lane 

 

 

 

          

       High Street 

 

Location of houses in 1808 
 

The Down End intersection is close to 151, which represents modern Cornerways. 
The houses up Bell’s Lane are at 115 and 116. 

Notice also the buildings attached to the future asylum and running south of the tite. 
 

Courtesy: Village Museum and Archive 

 

the lane as far as Millstone Cottage, while the surviving buildings stand today as 

evidence of a small community enjoying in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 

a decent level of everyday rural affluence.7  

But why were they centred here?  The answer is clear from the following print, 

based on a watercolour painted about 1840 and printed to illustrate Hook Norton in 

Alfred Beesley’s History of Banbury (1842). Recognisably Down End, the house on 

                                                           
 
7 Stephen Godson (1763 -1818) was a land surveyor who worked for many years on mapping the 
outcomes of the 1774 Enclosure Act. His version of the Bishop’s Map appeared in 1826. 
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From Alfred Beesley's extra illustrated edition of his History of Banbury, Vol. 13, page 62 

© The Oxfordshire History Centre (D294384a). 

 

the left is today’s The Cottage, with an extravagant chimney, while the Old Malt 

Cottage on the right by then was a beer shop, authorised for off-sales.  Notice the 

open space at the top of the hill.  Whereas the other three paintings published by 

Beesley to show off the village all focused on views of the church, this one highlights 

the Down End tite, then formed as a well, with the overflow of water running down 

the hill.  This brings home the importance of a 

good water source near to home, since 

someone had to fetch and carry it frequently.  

“Tite” is a north Oxfordshire word 

referring to a place where water naturally 

collects. They existed where rainwater 

percolated through a porous layer of ironstone 

or limestone until it hit a layer of clay, which 
 

Detail of photograph by Henry W. Taunt, 1905 
© The Oxfordshire History Centre (HT9593). 
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forced it to run sideways. Locals would dig out a chamber or well to collect it, initially 

(as on the previous page, in 1905) by bucket, but later (in 1930, as here) with the 

help of a pump. Even nowadays, sixty-five years after the tite was blocked off, water 

still seeps from the hill after rain showers and in winter can create dangerous ice at 

the lower junction of Bell’s Lane and Down End. 

 

Difficulty and Decline 

If the period of building had been a consequence of relative prosperity, by the late 

eighteenth century life was much more difficult, as the rural population became more 

and more impoverished. The Hook Norton Enclosure Act of 1773 deprived the 

parish’s poorer residents of their limited right to land and to gather the necessities of 

life, like winter fuel; even those who had been allotted land found themselves obliged 

to sell it because they could not afford to hedge their allotments. Thus many were 

reduced to landless day labourers and some locals, in response to impoverishment, 

began to diversify, adopting new trades to supplement their incomes: a tailor, a 

bakery, a beer shop.   

The most obvious change was, however, the introduction of an institution, 

much larger than anything else in the village, which flourished between 1836 and 

1854. In the mid-1830s Henry Tilsley, the proprietor of the long-established lunatic 

asylum at Bridge House, bought this house in Down End in order to expand his 
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operation.  He used it to establish a “lower house” which would take in poorer clients, 

most of them lunatic paupers from the new Union Workhouse in Banbury, and soon 

built up his numbers to the licensed limit of 90 inmates.  Some were housed in this 

building but mainly they occupied larger accommodation blocks built behind the 

house, all surrounded by 12-foot high walls.  The patients were drawn from a large 

area, reaching even London, and their treatment is fully described elsewhere on this 

website.8 Obviously this operation had a big local impact economically – particularly 

as an employer –but it could not survive the competition of the public asylums were 

built in the various counties 

that had previously 

supplied the inmates, and 

the publicly financed 

patients were withdrawn 

from Hook Norton. By 1854 

both the asylum’s sites had 

closed. 

 

 

                                                           
8 “Mental Health and Mad Houses, 1720-1854”, in the Health, Education and Welfare section of this website.   

View of the former lunatic accommodation buildings, 
     in a line immediately below the Rectory. 
Detail of photo taken by H.W. Simms, Packer Collection) 

© The Oxfordshire History Centre (D243355a). 

The building east of Doolittle Cottage that had served as the 

Down End Asylum between 1836 and 1854, as seen in 1930  

© The Oxfordshire History Centre. 
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Pictorial Records 

 

 

 

 

Within thirty years of the asylum closing, the condition of the people became clear 

through the introduction of photography. The earliest photographs we have Hook 

Norton were taken by an amateur photographer from Yorkshire named Godfrey 

Bingley, who visited the village in May 1888. His surviving photos, which focus on Bell 

Lane, were more down to earth, less inclined to romanticise and idealise than other 

early photographers, who seem to stage their photos more. Bingley showed a world 

of hard work, horse-drawn carts, and unpaved muddy lanes. Perhaps the first 

photographer seen in by many villagers, clearly he was a novelty for the inhabitants. 

The first Bingley photograph, above, looks up Bell’s Lane at a horse and cart 

toiling its way uphill; the second focuses on Millstone Cottage on the left, with a more 

posed subjects; the third looks down the lane toward the tite at a group of wet-

looking locals on their way somewhere – to a funeral or to church? Anyway, it is 

clearly a communal act of neighbours. But what is most striking in the first and third 

Courtesy: Godfrey Bingley Collection, Leeds University Library 
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        The nearer cottages on the right are those on the  
             left hand side of the previous page’s photo. 

photographs is the fact that the buildings on the western on side of Bell’s Lane (i.e., 

the left-hand side looking up the lane) now look unrecognisable – ominously, there 

simply are no houses there now.   

For subsequent photographers, the tite and the immediately surrounding 

buildings once more became the focus of attention.  In the next photo, taken in the 

1890s, notice how the children, all neatly dressed, cluster around the tite, a meeting 

point and playground.  The beer shop still plied its trade, displaying a sign that now 

may be seen in the Village Museum.  The beer house also provided a social centre, 

although its wares could only be consumed off the premises; perhaps because it 

was the one place in the village where beer drinkers clustered outside, it sometimes 

became the source of the disorderly behaviour for which Down End became 

notorious in the late nineteenth century.9 

 Notice, too, the signs of economic change.  In the two photographs overleaf, 

Tilly’s Cottage (next to the Old Malt House) already has its single-storey brick 

                                                           
9 David McGill’s analysis of Banbury Guardian articles shows that law cases concerning drunk and 
disorderly behavior in the village in the late nineteenth century normally emanated from Down End. 

Above: Millstone Cottage 
 
 
 

Right: Looking down Bell’s Lane in 1888. 
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Courtesy: Village Museum and Archive 

extension, with a brick chimney that no longer exists.  The use of brick may be taken 

as a sign that, since the opening of the railway in 1887, local ironstone was being 

exported and brick imported as the economical building material of choice.  But 

between the two photographs street lighting has been introduced into the village, in 

1898-99. Despite all changes, though, the tite still remained as the focal point where 

locals had to collect their buckets of water.  

The next photograph, taken in 1905 by Henry Taunt, shows what was 

happening just to the right of Tilly’s Cottage during these years. What is now Grace  
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Photograph by Henry W. Taunt, 1905 

 © The Oxfordshire History Centre (HT9593). 

what is now Grace Cottage can be seen, with a lady standing outside. What had 

been one house has been divided into 

two, surely a sign of diminishing 

financial resources. But protruding 

from the right-hand side of Grace 

Cottage in 1905 was another dwelling 

with its gable fronting the road; signs 

of how it connected to Grace Cottage 

are still visible now.  This building 

stands out firmly in the photograph on 

next page, taken over Down End from 

The Park in 1911. But suddenly, after 

the Great War, apparently the 

inhabitants left, deserting the house, 

which fell down a few years later. 

 Over the next twenty or so years all the other houses and buildings between 

Grace Cottage and Millstone Cottage disappeared.  All that survives is a derelict 

small building set back amongst the vegetation, with a door marked “Depot”. This  

Grace Cottage as it appeared in 2015, once more 
restored as a single house. The footprint of its former 

neighbour was, until recently, still just visible as a 
brick wall in front of the huts. The point where the 
neighbour’s roof joined is just visible on the right 

hand wall of the house. 
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Detail of a photo taken from the Park in 1911. 

Grace Cottage now has two doors, and the roofs of the buildings to its left may be clearly glimpsed.  

© The Oxfordshire History Centre. 

was owned by Mr T. Golby and later his son David, who were farmers and general 

dealers and traded in many things, including land and mill stones.  They used the 

“depot” as a store for the materials they supplied to local farmers – which during the 

Second World War meant hessian sacks for potatoes.  Thereafter it was used as a 

storage space by British Rail. The fact that these houses have disappeared and 

others were deserted implies the uncertainty and depressed conditions of Hooky life 

in the early twentieth century, except perhaps in the periodic booms in the ironstone 

trade and, more generally, in the world wars. 

 Another example may be found in 

buildings hidden from view on the south 

side of Down End, behind the main old 

asylum building. In its heyday in the 

early 1840s, they had housed 90 

lunatics in special segregated 

accommodation. In particular, there 

were great barrack blocks where the 

male patients had been held which were 

now occupied voluntarily, presumably 

rented, by local people. Known as 

The blocks in which male patients had been housed in the days of 
the Down End lunatic asylum, 1836-1854. 

Later called Asylum Yard. 
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Asylum Yard, those buildings continued to be used for over 100 years after the 

asylum closed in 1854, and may still be seen in photographs of the early twentieth 

century.  They appear on the left-hand side of the 1907 postcard at the head of this 

article; they are the two conspicuous blocks standing in front of the Rectory, with a 

third block of smaller houses stretching out from behind the tree in the fore front.  

The photograph on the previous page dates from the early twentieth century, and the 

adjacent close-up of these 

smaller buildings dates from 

between the wars. Single-skin 

buildings, they were cold and 

damp in winter and probably 

less hygienic than they had 

been in asylum days. They were 

not demolished until the 1960s, 

when this near-slum property 

was replaced by the more 

modern accommodation built on 

Well Bank. 

 

Looking Downhill from the Tite 

A sense of backwardness and depopulation before 1950 also fills the photographs of 

the area downhill from the tite in the earlier twentieth century, as shown here. The 

 

 

 

 

Looking down Down End 
after 1899 

 

Notice the railway viaduct, 
and the trees beginning to 
grow in the new cemetery. 

 
Courtesy: Village Museum and 

Archive 

  Asylum Cottages, taken between the wars 
 
           Courtesy: Village Museum and Archive 
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The green at the foot of modern-day Down End. 
In 1899 the parish cemetery was opened here on the site of the first Methodist Chapel. 

Notice the water pump to the left, being operated by a small boy. 
 

Courtesy: Village Museum and Archive 

northern side was undeveloped and occupied by a series of allotments known as 

“The Wilderness”. At the bottom of the hill, there was an open green with no houses 

round it and – since the removal of the village’s first Methodist chapel inthe 1870s – 

no buildings; only the tite remained. Gradually other amenities appeared: a timber 

yard (where the modern semis now stand), the cemetery in 1899. As farther up the 

lane in ancient Down End, the tite operated as a focal point where people, mainly 

from East End and Park Hill could gather for water and a natter. By 1900, this water 

supply was made available through a pump that delivered through a choice of two 

mouths at different heights. The pump was still in use in the 1950s. 

 

 

 

Boys playing on a 

load of timber 

intended for the 

timber yard across 

the green. Initially 

timber was delivered 

by horse and later by 

steam engine. 

 

 
Detail from photo taken between 1901 and 1911. 

 © The Oxfordshire History Centre (Packer Collection 10) 
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Looking back up Down End before 1911, a row of cottages stood to the left, 

on the south side of the lane. Their backs are visible in the following Packer 

photograph.  The cottages looked prosperous enough, and the one hidden in the 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

trees to the right was a substantial two-storey house.  They were all to suffer an 

unfortunate fate. 

In August 1911 two 

young, errant boys played 

in a cottage that was 

unoccupied.  They had 

some matches and 

wondered whether it was 

true that thatch burned: 

 

 

Despite the best attentions of the Hook 

Norton and Chipping Norton Fire 

Brigades, the consequence for Down 

End was disastrous: 

 

 

 [James Clarke], Hook Norton 
 Fire Brigade, page v 

Detail of photo taken shortly before 1911. 

© Oxfordshire History Centre 

Photograph by Henry W. Simms, 1911.  
© The Oxfordshire History Centre (D243355a). 
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Out of the rubble appeared Stuart House.  Mr J W Harris, who owned the 

adjacent timber yard bought (or 

perhaps already owned) the 

ruined cottages, promptly turned 

up with plans for an impressive 

new house. It retained the eastern 

gable wall which had survived the 

fire and re-fixed on the front the 

original date stone.  Later a 

further wing was erected, 

spreading up the hill.  The house 

has preserved the seventeenth-century feel, together with the curious protruding 

kitchen inherited from the old cottages. But the process of replacement looks 

remarkably like a typical modern replacement of proletarian small-scale housing by 

larger and more luxurious accommodation for far fewer but wealthier people. 

 

Down End seen from The Park.  Photo taken by Packer 

© The Oxfordshire History Centre (D243234a). 

 

 

[James Clarke], Hook Norton Fire Brigade, page 16. 
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Modern Improvements 

Over the last sixty years various “improvements” have been made to Down End 

houses – not all prompted by accident, like at Stuart House – which have inevitably 

altered the character of the area.  The main intervention was the building of the 

Bradstone bungalows around Hook Norton in the 1960s and 70s, constructed with 

reconstituted Horton stone manufactured to give a limestone appearance.  At least in 

parts of Hooky an attempt was made to use a darker product more akin in colour to 

ironstone, though over the years the sun has bleached it.  In Down End a small 

development of four bungalows was built opposite Stuart House, on the site of the 

“Wilderness” allotments.  Because of their height above the lane, some locals refer 

to them as “Up End”.  Fortunately their colouring and their single-story profile, 

together with the growth of vegetation, mean that they have until recently they all 

usually blended in reasonably well with the traditional buildings. 

At the same time the older houses have themselves lost some of their 

distinctiveness.  Many have lost their thatched roofs; often at the same time they 

have extended marginally upwards, from one-and-a half storeys to two.  In particular, 

many houses had originally had upstairs rooms in their roof spaces, with small, low 

windows tucked just under the thatch line.  Often such houses had what were called 

“Cotswold landings”: the upstairs would consist of a private room for the parents and 

a landing outside for the children, with the stairs entering in the children’s space.  

Others have had double or secondary glazing fitted, where planning law allowed.  

The listing of many of the most interesting buildings has ensured that modernisation 

is not always easy, or even possible. 

 This process had not been smooth as far as the older cottages were 

concerned.  By the 1960s some cottages were in poor condition and were 

threatened with demolition by the council; their owners looked toward moving into 

new public housing elsewhere in the village. When Christine and Malcolm Briggs 

moved into Cornerways in 1978, the district council was at that time offering grants 

for modernisation which involved changing floors and ceilings, altering windows and 

staircases, raising the walls and destroying the thatch – and so risked destroying the 

cottage’s identity. The Briggs chose to do without the grant, although Cornerways 

was close to collapse. Thankfully, the local building officer was sympathetic to their 
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determination and gave “every help he could in seeing that preservation and 

habitability were combined.” They have also “received much tolerance and 

encouragement from folk in the village who clearly appreciate the retention of the old 

cottages in Down End,” and their example has encouraged their neigbours – usually 

in-comers – to emulate their efforts. And in time the local planning rules tilted 

(sometimes too rigidly) more towards preservation, especially with the creation of the 

Hook Norton Conservation Area in 1988.10 

Another, very different example of improvement can be seen at Home Close 

Cottage, the only unlisted property in this stretch, which achieved its modern form in 

the late 1980s. The Bishop’s Map of 1808 shows that a building already existed on 

this site, but of unknown character. Old photographs show it 

as very modest, as shown on the right, taken in the 1920s; 

possibly this was the hovel of earlier descriptions.  The detail 

of the photograph suggests that it extended below Doolittle 

Cottage only as far as the 

present chimney; its 

thatched roof was much lower, coming down to 

just above the small front window still visible on 

front views. By the early 1950s it had changed 

little, apart from the addition of a lean-to 

extension.  In the late 1950s the building was 

extended further down the hill, while the roof was 

raised and tiled.  The new upstairs windows and 

door were edged with formally dressed stone, 

which was out of character, but otherwise the new 

house fitted in reasonably well with its neighbours. 

As the next photograph reveals, the cottage now had two front doors.  One 

local remembers it as having been two houses; the man who purchased it twenty 

years later thinks that unlikely because of the internal layout.  For example, the 

house had only one staircase, behind the old front door on the right, while the left- 

                                                           
10 Letter of Malcolm and Chris Briggs to the author, July 16, 2021. 

Home Close about the early 1950s 
Courtesy: Village Museum and Archive. 
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Home Close Cottage after the changes of the 1950s 

 Courtesy: Village Museum and Archive 

hand door had already been removed.  The house had a further major alteration in 

the late 1980s: the front door was re-sited in a central position, and the windows 

were replaced in the more Georgian-style visible in the 2004 photograph. At the 

same time the house was considerably extended downhill using Hornton stone, but 

the extension echoed the old barn on the right that is now part of Doolittle Cottage; 

the extension has no windows looking on to the lane, except for a small window 

almost identical to the one on the front of the house.  The only subsequent change 

has been the replacement of the windows by ones that echo the horizontal shape of 

the panes in neighbouring sympathy with neighbouring houses. 

 

Home Close Cottage as it appeared in 2004 
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The other major alteration 

involved Tylly’s Cottage, diagonally 

across the tite from Doolittle Cottage. 

This property was derelict for seventy 

years after 1937, though latterly its state 

was concealed by ivy and wild climbing 

roses.  It was truly in a wretched 

condition, threatening the stability of Old 

Malt Cottage.  Not everyone agreed with 

the ideas of the property company that 

developed it; some wanted the old 

corrugated-iron roof to be replaced by 

thatch, but that was always unrealistic.  

Open opposition was expressed – 

again, unsuccessfully – to replacing the 

double workshop or stable doors on the 

left of the front door by a large picture 

window, on the grounds that it would be 

out of character with the house and the 

area. There was no opposition to 

retaining the brick kitchen built about 

1890, and the double doors on the right 

were imaginatively treated to create a 

utility area, though the developer did 

briefly try to fit roof-to-floor glass kitchen 

doors till the planners stopped them.  

Clearly, the locality has benefited 

from having the property restored rather 

than face a collapse and a modern 

rebuilding.  Some passers-by objected 

to the brick kitchen, thinking it was a 

new extension when in fact it was an authentic expression of local vernacular 

architecture in the 1890s.  In the end, Tylly’s Cottage fits well within Down End and is  
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Draft circulated for public discussion by Cherwell District Council, December 2006 

 

another example of restoration that largely provides comfortable modern living with 

the preservation of historic character.  

The photograph above, used by Cherwell D.C. in 2006, shows how attractive 

Down End is, but it also demonstrates some of the problems of conservation that 

affect the village a whole.  The supply of water to the old tite had to be stopped up in 

1957 because the water was considered impure and the cause of ugly goitres, but 

even so the tite remains as a record of its central role in the development of the 

immediate area. As the photo shows, an inconsiderate hydrant sign clutters the view 

and, more recently, it has been joined by a vivid green plastic bin holding the gritted 

salt needed to make the junction passable in snow and ice by cars and vans; the 

snow and ice, of course, result from the continuing seepage of water onto the 

surface.  The grassy mound is topped by a crude telegraph pole, carrying the wires 

we need for modern communications and energy supply; they should in due course 

be placed underground, but at a cost.  And then there are the stone sets lining the 

corner to the right: when they were inserted they caused much disapproval because 
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they diminished the rural feel of the lane, but they were essential to stop traffic 

cutting the corner so closely that it threatened not only the garden walls but the old 

house on the corner.  Reconciling the conservation of what we value from the past 

with what we consider necessary to modern life is never simple. 

The resulting modernisation might be compared with Joan Lawrence’s version 

of Down End as she saw it, as a resident of Gingerbread Cottage, in the late 1960s.  

Her Christmas card, above, shows the tite as still a meeting place where children  

 

A Christmas card drawn in the late 1960s. 
© Joan Lawrence 

 

play, a local lady (in the right–hand half of Grace Cottage) hands out sweets, and 

dog-walkers chat.  It is a cheerful view that even nowadays, despite the increased 

isolation of private life, locals and those who pass by may still recognise. 

 

© Donald Ratcliffe 

     February 2022 
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I am grateful to Paul Clark, of The Oxfordshire Buildings Record, for showing me his draft  
reports of surveys he conducted in 2019-2021 of Hook Norton’s older historic houses.  

I am also grateful for help and information to Christine and Malcolm Briggs, Sue Coltman, 

Tony Freeman, Gill Geering, Barbara Hicks, Ray and Kate Jelf, Joan Lawrence, David McGill, 

Vivienne Steele, Barbara Summerell, and Jackie White.  

Unascribed photographs were taken by the author. 
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